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Abstract: Due to higher penetration of renewable energy sources, grid reinforcements, and the
utilization of local voltage control strategies, a significant change in the reactive power behavior as
well as an increased demand for additional reactive power flexibility in the German power system
can be predicted. In this paper, an application-oriented reactive power management concept is
proposed, which allows distribution system operators (DSO) to enable a certain amount of reactive
power flexibility at the grid interfaces while supporting voltage imitations in the grid. To evaluate its
feasibility, the proposed concept is applied for real medium voltage grids in the south of Germany
and is investigated comprehensively in different case studies. The results prove the feasibility and
reliability of the proposed concept, which allows the DSO to control the reactive power exchange
at grid interfaces without causing undesired local voltage problems. In addition, it can be simply
adjusted and widely applied in real distribution grids without requiring high investment costs for
complex information and communication infrastructures. As a significant contribution, this study
provides an ideal bridging solution for DSOs who are facing reactive power issues but have no
detailed and advanced monitoring system for their grid. Moreover, the comprehensive investigations
in this study are performed in close cooperation with a German DSO, based on a detailed grid model
and real measurement data.

Keywords: reactive power management; distribution system; decentralized energy resources;
application-oriented; grid interface; voltage problem

1. Introduction

In Germany, the key policy of “Energiewende” [1] (German for energy system trans-
formation) results in a huge expansion of renewable energy sources (RES) in German
distribution grids [2]. In 2019, renewable energy sources covered about 43% of the net
electricity consumption in Germany according to Wirth in [3], with about 49 GW total
installed capacity from 1.7 Million PV systems according to the German Solar Industry
Association [4] and about 61 GW from Wind (onshore and offshore) [5]. Due to higher
penetration of renewable energy sources, the required grid reinforcements, and the uti-
lization of different local voltage control strategies, a significant change in the reactive
power (Q) behavior as well as an increased demand for additional reactive power flexibility
in the German power system can be predicted [6,7]. According to current German grid
codes [8–10], decentralized energy resources (DER) such as wind and large-scale photo-
voltaic (PV) plants connected to the German power system should have the capability to
provide controllable reactive power at their feed-in times. Currently, the reactive power
provision from DERs within the predefined Q range according to the relevant guidelines
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is free of charge [11]. German DSOs are therefore looking for appropriate reactive power
management approaches, with the goal of providing additional ancillary services such as
voltage control, reactive power compensation, and supporting reactive power balancing at
grid interfaces. The implementation of the reactive power control using DERs, however,
varies highly between different DSOs. Until now, various Q control management and
control strategies are introduced.

For instance, local Q control strategies have been comprehensively investigated in
several research studies (e.g., [12–15]) and are currently applied in some German distribu-
tion grids. The local Q control approach is generally based on local droop curves and does
not require communication between local controllers and the distribution management
system (DMS). Since measurements are only recorded, processed, and interpreted by the
local DER controller itself, this type of Q control reacts extremely fast and requires no
detailed knowledge from networks. There are different possibilities to implement such a
local Q control. Nowadays, typical local Q controls in Germany are the so-called Fixed
cosϕ, the cosϕ(P), and the Q(V) control, which are mostly used to support local voltage reg-
ulation [16]. In recent years, different central Q management and optimization approaches
have been introduced and investigated in several studies. For instance, in [17–22], different
central Q management concepts based on the particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm
are introduced, mainly supporting the voltage regulation in distribution grids. In other
studies of S. Wende v. Berg, J. Buhr, and E. Kaempf [23–25], central Q management con-
cepts using optimal power flow (OPF) are introduced, which enable a multi-voltage-level
reactive power optimization (e.g., optimizing Q exchange at grid interfaces) and allow
the DSO to minimize grid losses in distribution grids. In [26], a multi-objective reactive
power optimization concept is introduced, considering the cost of reactive power ancillary
services in the electricity market.

Nowadays, due to the increased penetration of DERs and the lack of conventional
reactive power sources (e.g., large power plants), together with more stringent require-
ments on Q behavior from grid operators, reactive power optimization at grid interfaces
between different voltage levels (e.g., at transmission/distribution interfaces) becomes an
important research focus. For example, in the studies of D.S. Stock [27,28], coordinated Q
management using OPF considering cooperation between transmission system operators
(TSO) and DSOs is introduced and investigated for a selected high voltage (HV) grid in
Germany. The proposed Q management concept performs OPF at both distribution and
transmission levels and enables the DSO to fulfill individual voltage targets over multiple
interfaces. Moreover, reactive power management and optimization at grid interfaces are
also investigated by S. Ali from the UK [29], M. Kaspirek from the Czech Republic [30]
and Y. Liu and Z. Fan from China [31,32], as the Q control and optimization is not only a
challenge in German power systems but also an essential research topic worldwide. As can
be seen in the proposed studies above, based on the applied optimization algorithm at DMS,
the central Q management concept enables DSOs to find the global optimum of their own
grids and allows the DSOs to have the flexibility for providing additional ancillary services
(e.g., voltage regulation, grid losses minimization, or improvement of Q balancing issues).
However, compared to local Q controls, a central Q management concept requires more
detailed knowledge from the whole network. Due to the need for complex communication
systems, the central Q management concept usually requires additional operational costs.
Moreover, high investment for the required information and communication technology
(ICT) can hardly be avoided. Hence, for those DSOs who have no detailed overview of
their own system but only limited online information from the DERs (e.g., at medium
voltage or low voltage grids), an appropriate Q management concept is urgently needed.
The Q management concept should be application-oriented, feasible, and reliable and can
simply be applied in reality without requiring detailed knowledge from networks as well
as complex information and communication infrastructures.

By this definition, a combined central/local Q control strategy with a hierarchical
structure enables an individual rapid local control for all the involved DERs with different
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objectives and parameter settings. Optionally, DSOs can also change the parameter set-
tings of each DER sub-controller to provide additional ancillary services. For instance, a
coordinated reactive power control concept is introduced in [33], which is based on central-
ized Q management and coordination of local voltage-dependent Q characteristics. The
concept is investigated by applying it in a small benchmark network with two PV systems
using “DIgSILENT PowerFactory”. Like [33], a large proportion of the existing studies
so far regarding Q management and control contains only case studies with benchmark
networks or generic networks. To analyze the feasibility as well as the performance of a
Q management concept more comprehensively, it is important and highly recommended
to perform simulations for a real distribution grid with a detailed grid model and real
measurement data.

In this paper, an application-oriented Q management concept is introduced, which
can be categorized as a combined central/local Q control approach. Similar to the reviewed
approaches above, the proposed Q management concept in this paper also allows the DSO
to enable relevant reactive power flexibility at the grid interfaces while supporting local
voltage limitations. However, in comparison to the introduced works beforehand, a key
benefit of the introduced concept is that it has a low requirement for online measurements.
It serves hence as a bridging solution for DSOs without detailed grid monitoring until
wide observability and controllability is realized in the future. Moreover, since it applies a
characteristic-based algorithm (without global optimization), the proposed concept shows
a speedy response and a simple implementation, even for a large distribution system with
a large number of controlled DERs. As another significant contribution of this study, the
proposed Q management concept is investigated in close cooperation with a German DSO
by performing time-series simulations for a real medium voltage (MV) grid located in the
south of Germany, with a detailed multi-voltage-level grid model and real measurement
data. The achieved results in this paper show that the proposed concept is a feasible and
reliable approach, which can be simply and generally applied in German distribution
systems without requiring complex ICT infrastructures. The approach integrates well with
a standard grid planning process and planning processes for reactive power management.
This paper is structured in five sections. Section 2 details the proposed application-oriented
Q management concept. In Section 3, the feasibility of the proposed concept is investigated
by applying it in medium voltage grids with different case studies. In Section 4, achieved
results are discussed, and Section 5 gives the conclusion of this paper.

2. Methods
2.1. Objective

This study is based partly on a joint research project [34] for reactive power manage-
ment in the distribution system, in cooperation with the German DSO “Bayernwerk Netz
GmbH”, who provided detailed grid and measurement data as well as very helpful discus-
sions and ideas for the underlying study. In this research project, a real medium voltage
grid is selected as a case study area. Meanwhile, objective and key requirements for a new
Q management concept from the DSO’s point of view are discussed and outlined. The fol-
lowing objectives and key requirements hence should be addressed and taken into consid-
eration during the development and realization of reactive power management concepts:

• Control of the reactive power exchange at the 110 kV network connection point;
• Use of the Q provision capability from DERs in MV grids;
• Compatibility with the local Q(V) control;
• Operation with limited online information;
• Simple implementation in the existing network operation system;
• Reliable and stable operation behavior;
• Potential of a wide application in the distribution system.

Control of the reactive power exchange at the 110 kV network connection point (NCP):
Nowadays, HV and MV grid operators usually have certain agreements on the allowed

Q exchange at the interface between HV and MV grids. Applying different local control
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strategies such as Fixed cosϕ and cosϕ(P) control at LV and MV levels could improve the
hosting capacity of the distribution grid; however, they could also increase the Q exchange
at grid interface and may lead to violation of the predefined operational area. A reactive
management approach should therefore enable a controlled Q exchange at grid interfaces
between two voltage levels (which is the 110 kV-NCP in this study).

Use of the Q provision capability of DERs in MV grids:
According to the current technical connection guidelines in Germany, DERs connected

in German distribution systems should have the capability to provide controllable reactive
power at their feed-in times. The new Q management approach therefore should make
use of the reactive power control capabilities of DERs at the MV level to enable a certain
amount of reactive power flexibility at the 110 kV-NCP.

Compatibility with the local Q(V) control:
Since the characteristic-based local Q(V) control provides an effective contribution

to voltage maintenance while avoiding unnecessarily high reactive power flows, it now
becomes an important part of the technical grid connection guidelines of Bayernwerk Netz
GmbH. The reactive power management concept hence should be compatible with the
existing local Q(V) control.

Operation with limited online information:
Due to the large number of DERs, usually only limited online information about

local DERs can be gathered from a distribution system operator. DSOs hence usually
do not have a detailed overview on the current state of the entire MV or LV grids. An
application-oriented Q management approach hence should be able to be applied with
only limited online information from the network.

Simple implementation in the existing network operation system:
According to the requirements of DSOs, the newly developed Q management concept

should be simply and rapidly implemented in the existing network operating system
without requiring complex and expensive system extension.

Reliable and stable operation behavior:
Like any other control approach, the developed concept should show a reliable and

stable control behavior without causing undesired problems such as:

— Fluctuation of reactive power exchanges;
— Voltage stability problem at the MV level;
— Undesired tap changing of transformers at substations.

Potential of a wide application in the distribution system:
The wide and general application of the developed Q management concept is an

important requirement for DSOs. The application of the proposed concept should not be
limited only in the selected case study in this study but should also suitable for other grids.

2.2. Overview of the Applied Concept

One simplification for a central Q management approach would be a copperplate
approach, which assumes a quasi-linear relationship between Q provision from DERs
and the induced reactive power exchange at grid interfaces to the up-streamed voltage
level. Under this precondition, an application-oriented Q management concept is hence
developed and investigated in this study. Figure 1 gives a general overview of the proposed
Q management concept, which aims at controlling the Q exchange at the 110 kV network
connection point (110 kV-NCP) using local Q provision from DERs at the MV level.

Unlike the central Q management with OPF, the proposed Q management concept
in this study does not perform a global optimization and hence does not require detailed
knowledge of the network. In contrast, it needs only the actual Q exchange at the 110
kV-NCP as its online measurement for DMS. Therefore, the proposed concept is especially
suitable for distribution systems, where only limited online information is available. The
proposed Q management concept can be mainly divided into two parts: central determina-
tion of the reactive power changes of controllable DERs ∆QDER and local limitation of Q
provision from DER QDER. The entire Q management concept can be further described by
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six basic control processes in Figure 2 (control processes 1−6 are also marked accordingly
in Figure 1).

Figure 1. The proposed application-oriented reactive power management concept.

Figure 2. Flowchart of detailed control processes.

Step 0 is considered as pre-analysis in this study to check the precondition of applying
the proposed Q management concept on the selected case study area. Steps 1 to 4 are the
central control part and can be considered as task of the DMS. In contrast, steps 5 and 6
are considered as the local control part and should be locally implemented in the DER
controllers. A detailed description of each control process and the associated equations are
given as follows.
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2.3. Check Precondition (Static Pre-Analysis)

(0) Perform sensitivity analysis for the investigated case study area:
Since the proposed Q management approach is based mainly on the quasi-linear

relationship between Q provision from DERs and the induced Q changes at the grid
interface, a pre-analysis should be performed for the selected case study area at first.
The pre-analysis aims to investigate the sensitivity between Q provision from DERs and
the induced Q changes at the grid interface (110 kV-NCP) and to confirm the so-called
quasi-linear relationship. In this study, this pre-condition is investigated by performing
sensitivity analyses for different PV units in the selected MV grid. During this sensitivity
analysis, a certain amount of Q provision from a selected PV unit i (dQPVi) is fed into the
MV grid. The ratio between the induced Q changes at the 110 kV-NCP (dQNCP) and the Q
provision from PV i (dQPVi) is defined as a sensitivity factor:

f QPVi = dQNCP/dQPVi (1)

At the next step, the Q provision from the PV i is increased and changed with a small
step (e.g., 0.1 Mvar). For each step j, a sensitivity factor f QPVi,j is determined for the PV i.
The mean values of the sensitivity factors with different Q provision from PV i are then
determined and saved in a so-called sensitivity matrix.

f Qmean,i =
1
n
×

n

∑
j=1

f QPVi,j (2)

The proposed process should then be repeated for all controlled DERs in the selected
case study area. In this study, the sensitivity matrix for the selected MV grid can be found in
Section 3.1. As can be seen, the results of the pre-analysis confirm the assumed quasi-linear
relationship ( f Qmean,i ≈ 1). The proposed application-oriented Q management concept
therefore can be applied in the selected case study area.

2.4. Central Q Control (Online Grid Operation)

(1) Determine the target value of Q exchange at 110 kV-NCP:

At the first stage, the HV grid operator defines their request on the Q exchange at the
110 kV-NCP (grid interface between HV and MV levels). It can be predefined by a grid
planning process and defined by a global V-Q optimization process or present demands.
The request on Q exchange can be given in form of individual setpoints or by specifying
reactive power bands.

(2) Determine the current deviation of Q exchange at 110 kV-NCP:

Based on the target value of Q exchange QHV,set and the present reactive power flow
measured at 110 kV-NCP QHV,meas, the central control system determines the current
reactive power deviation at the 110 kV-NCP ∆QHV.

(3) Determine the Q setpoint deviation for all controllable MV DERs:

After the MV control system determines the reactive power setpoint deviation ∆QHV,
the changes in reactive power provisions from all controlled DERs at the MV level are
calculated by using a central ∆QDER,sum/∆QHV characteristic curve shown in Figure 3,
which assumes a quasi-linear relationship between the total Q provision from DERs and
the induced Q change at 110 kV-NCP.

∆QDER,max = Sinstall,i · sin(arccos(cosϕmin)) (3)

∆QDER,max =
n

∑
i=1

∆QDER,max (4)

∆QHV

∆QDER,sum
=

∆QHV,max

∆QDER,max
= 1 (5)
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∆QDER,sum = ∆QHV (6)

where:

∆QDER,max is the maximum Q change/provision of the DER I;
Sinstall,i is the installed power of the DER I;
cosϕmin is the minimum power factor (e.g., cosϕmin = 0.95);
∆QHV,max is the maximum Q-change at the 110 kV-NCP caused by the Q provision from
all controllable DERs;
∆QHV is the setpoint deviation of the Q exchange at the 110 kV-NCP;
∆QDER,sum is the sum of the reactive power change of controllable MV DERs;
∆QDER,max is the sum of the maximum Q provision of controllable MV DERs.

Since the exact location of MV DERs has only a very limited effect on this quasi-linear
relationship, the entire required DER Q provision can be simply distributed to individual
MV DERs proportionally according to their installed capacities. The Q change of each DER
can be then calculated using the following equation:

∆QDER,i = ∆QDER,sum·
Sinstall,i

Sinstall,sum
(7)

where:

∆QDER,i is the additional required reactive power provision from the DER i;
∆QDER,sum is the sum of required reactive power provision from all controlled DERs;
Sinstall,i is the installed power of the DER i;
Sinstall,sum is the sum of the installed capacity of all controlled DERs.

(4) Send the Q setpoint change to the DER Controller:

The determined change of the Q provision ∆QDER,i can be then transmitted using the
existing ICT infrastructure to all DERs at the MV level, which are controllable and involved
in the Q management.

Figure 3. Central ∆QDER,sum/∆QHVfPV generation and low load consuptionHV curve for Q management
at 110 kV-NCP.
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2.5. Local Q Control (Online DER Operation)

(1) Local limitation according to the extended Q(V)-characteristic:

After the MV DERs receive their reactive power provision changes ∆QDER,i, new target
values of the local reactive power provision QDER,new can be locally determined based
on the current reactive power provision. It is assumed in this study, that the controlled
DERs could provide reactive power according to a predefined minimum power factor
(cosϕmin = 0.95 in this study, Figure 4). Therefore, the local DER controller then checks if
the new target values exceed the predefined minimum power factor. Moreover, it is also
assumed in this study that the DERs have no Q provision capability in times with very
low active power feed-in (<10% of PN). It is important to mention that the applied Q(P)
provision capability is only assumed for this study. The DER Q(P) provision capability,
however, may differ a lot from the connected voltage level, the applied inverter technology
(e.g., Q provision with STATCOM or so-called Q@Night capability) as well as different
DER types.

QDER,new = QDER,now + ∆QDER,i (8)

|QDER,new| ≤ PDER,now· tan(arccos(cosϕmin)) (9)

QDER,i,new = 0, if
PDER,now

PN
< 0.1 (10)

where:

QDER,i,new is the new reactive power setpoint of DER i;
QDER,now is the current reactive power provision of DER i;
∆QDER,i is the determined reactive power provision change of DER i;
PDER,now is the current active power feed-in of DER i;
PN is the nominal power of DER i;
cosϕmin is the minimum power factor of DER i (cosϕmin = 0.95 in this study).

Figure 4. The assumed Q(P) provision capabilities of DERs in this study.

After the new Q setpoint is determined, the local DER controller then checks the cal-
culated setpoint according to a so-called extended Q(V) limitation characteristic (Figure 5)
and limits the operating point of DER within the predefined operational area if the new Q
setpoint lies outside this area. The applied Q(V) characteristic defines the operational area
that can be used for reactive power management, depending on the local grid voltage at
the point of common coupling (PCC) of the DER.
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Figure 5. Applied extended Q(V) limitation curve for the voltage limitation.

Applying this local Q limitation process could enable, on the one hand, a certain
amount of controlled reactive power flexibility at 110 kV-NCP and supports, on the other
hand, the local voltage limitation by avoiding undesired local Q provision from DER. The
idea of using such a Q(V) limitation characteristic is firstly introduced and discussed in a
previous study of SMA Solar Technology AG together with “Bayernwerk Netz GmbH” [35]
and is further adjusted and applied in this study. Nowadays, the Q(V) limitation character-
istic is also part of the German grid codes, which specifies the Q provision capability of
DER connected to MV level of the German distribution system [9].

(2) Set the Q provision of controllable MV DERs:

Finally, the DER sets their actual reactive power provision according to the new
setpoint QDER, which is determined in the control process 5. Furthermore, to ensure the
control and system stability, it is suggested to add a PT1 element with a suitable time
constant (e.g., with 5 s) to the local DER controller or PV inverter [36,37]. Since the Q
exchange at 110 kV-NCP varies strongly with load and generation variations, the whole
control process 1–6 hence is suggested to be continuously repeated after a certain control
interval given by the DSO (e.g., 1 min, 5 min).

3. Case Studies and Results

In this section, the application-oriented Q management concept is implemented and
investigated with grid model and measurement data of the real MV smart grid Seebach of
the German DSO Bayernwerk Netz GmbH, located in the south of Germany. As case studies,
the reactive power exchange at 110 kV-NCP is controlled to meet different Q setpoints.
Additionally, cooperation between the proposed Q management concept and different
local voltage control strategies are also investigated. This section aims to investigate the
feasibility as well as the technical potential of the proposed Q management concept.

3.1. Applied Simulation Environment

The selected smart grid Seebach covers the HV/MV (110/20 kV), MV (20 kV), MV/LV
(20/0.4 kV), and LV (0.4 kV) levels. It has one network connection point at the 110 kV
level. The grid is characterized by a very high distributed PV penetration. In the selected
grid region, 15 large PV systems with a total installed capacity of approx. 10.7 MVA are
distributed and connected to 12 points of common coupling at the MV level (Figure 6).
These 15 large MV PV systems are considered in this study as controllable DERs and
are controlled by the proposed Q management concept. Moreover, about 1500 small PV
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units are installed at the LV level with a total installed capacity of about 30.4 MVA. In this
section, a multi-voltage-level grid model of the grid Seebach was developed by using the
simulation tool “pandapower” [38,39], whereby the MV and LV levels are fully modeled in
detail. Figure 6 illustrates the grid topology of the selected case study area Seebach.

Figure 6. The applied multi-voltage-level grid model for the case study area Seebach.

In order to check the precondition and to investigate the influence of Q provision
from DERs on the Q exchange at 110 kV-NCP, sensitivity analyses for different PV units
in MV grid Seebach and for two use cases are performed (use case 1: no PV generation,
high load consumption, use case 2: high PV generation, low load consumption). Dur-
ing this sensitivity analysis, a Q provision of −1 Mvar (overexcited) from a selected PV
unit i (dQPVi) is fed into the MV grid. The ratio between the induced Q changes at the
110 kV-NCP (dQNCP) and the Q provision from PV i (dQPVi) is defined as sensitivity factor
f QPVi = dQNCP/dQPVi. At the next step, the Q provision from the PV i is increased from
−1 Mvar (overexcited) to 1 Mvar (underexcited) with a step of 0.1 Mvar. For each step, a
sensitivity factor is determined for the PV i. The proposed process is then repeated for all
the 15 MV PV units in the MV grid Seebach. The mean values of the ratios (dQNCP/dQPVi)
with different Q provisions are then determined and saved in a so-called sensitivity matrix.
Table 1 shows the sensitivity matrix for all PV units at the MV level for Use Case 1 with
“no PV generation and high load consumption” as well as for Use Case 2 with “high PV
generation and low load consumption”.

Table 1. Overview of mean values of sensitivity factors f Qmean for 15 PV units in the selected case study area Seebach (Use
Case 1: no PV generation, high load consumption; Use Case 2: high PV generation, low load consumption).

Use
Cases

fQmean

PV 1 PV 2 PV 3 PV 4 PV 5 PV 6 PV 7 PV 8 PV 9 PV 10 PV 11 PV 12 PV 13 PV 14 PV 15

Use
Case 1 1.012 1.012 1.012 1.014 1.013 1.013 1.013 1.013 1.011 1.011 1.014 1.014 1.013 1.013 1.013

Use
Case 2 1.049 1.049 1.051 1.053 1.052 1.052 1.052 1.052 1.053 1.053 1.052 1.052 1.051 1.052 1.054

The sensitivity matrix in Table 1 shows a quasi-linear relationship between the Q
provision from MV PV units and the induced Q changes at the 110 kV-NCP. By this
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definition, the additional provided Q from PV units can also be expected and observed
at the grid interface. However, due to the changed Q flow in the distribution grid and
the induced changes of grid components loading (e.g., the HV/MV transformer), the
selected grid also shows a minimal change of its own reactive power consumption. For
this reason, the relationship between Q from DER and the induced Q changes at the grid
interface is only quasi-linear, with minor Q deviation. For instance, if a reactive power of
1 Mvar (underexcited) is provided from PV 1, a Q change of approximately 1.012 Mvar
at the 110 kV-NCP can be expected in Use Case 1 with no PV generation and high load
consumption. By comparing the sensitivity factors for different PV units and different
use cases, it can be seen that the location of PV units, as well as the selected use cases,
have only minor influences on the assumed quasi-linear relationship. The precondition for
applying the introduced application-oriented Q management concept in the selected MV
grid Seebach is therefore confirmed.

In this study, time series simulations are then performed for two types of days: a sunny
summer day with clear skies as well as a cloudy summer day with highly intermittent
solar irradiation, so that the performance and feasibility of the proposed Q management
concept can be tested for both situations. The applied PV generation profiles are derived
based on generation profiles and the real historical measurements at 110 kV-NCP. The goal
of the applied simulation environment is to investigate the feasibility of the proposed Q
management concept with different case studies in a more realistic condition using a real
distribution grid model and measurement data, profiles for generators, and loads. During
this investigation, all 15 large MV PV units in the case study area Seebach are centrally
controlled by the proposed application-oriented Q management concept. Based on a joint
discussion with the German DSO, the local Q(V) limitation curve in Figure 7a is applied
for all PV units. Voltage limitation at the MV level hence is considered as a boundary and
can be possibly supported. Additionally, a power-flow-dependent transformer control
approach is applied for the HV/MV transformer at 110 kV-NCP. The applied transformer
control approach is based on a so-called V(P) characteristic (Figure 7b) with active power
dependent voltage setpoints [40], which is usually applied with a suitable deadband (e.g.,
±0.01 p.u. in this study) in reality. Using this type of transformer control could sufficiently
support the voltage limitation, especially in times with high DER feed-in and times with
reversed active power flow.

Figure 7. The Q(V) limitation characteristic (a) and the applied curve for the power-flow-dependent transformer control (b).

3.2. Case Studies in MV Grid Seebach

In this section, different case studies are defined and investigated. In case study 1, the
proposed Q management concept is applied at the MV level to minimize the Q exchange at
110 kV-NCP. In case study 2, it is assumed that the HV grid operator may request different
Q setpoints at the grid interface. The proposed concept is thus applied to meet different
requested values for Q provision at the grid interface. In case study 3, different local voltage
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control approaches are applied for PV units at the LV level. The parallel operation of the
proposed Q management concept at the MV level and different local voltage controls at the
LV level are investigated.

3.2.1. Case Study 1: Minimization of Reactive Power Exchange at 110 kV-NCP

As the control objective in case study 1, it is assumed that neither inductive nor
capacitive Q exchanges at 110 kV-NCP are desired. The Q exchange should therefore
be fully compensated by using the proposed Q management approach (setpoint of Q
exchange at 110 kV-NCP is set to 0). Based on the developed simulation environment,
daily simulations are then performed for the selected sunny day and cloudy day with a
1-min control interval. Figure 8 shows the Q exchange at 110 kV-NCP for each time step
within the investigated sunny day (top). The blue line represents the original Q exchange
without control. The red line shows the controlled Q exchange by applying the proposed
Q management approach.

Figure 8. Reactive power exchange at 110 kV-NCP (a) and the resulting reactive energy exchange (b)
for the investigated sunny summer day (with 1 min control interval).

It can be seen that due to the increased PV generation, Q consumption of consumers,
and loading of grid components (e.g., transformer and cable), the Q exchange at 110 kV-
NCP changes continuously during the investigated sunny day (blue line). Using the Q
management approach could significantly minimize the reactive power exchange (red
line). Especially in times with high PV generation and high Q provision potential (e.g.,
9:00 to 17:00), almost full compensation of Q exchanges at 110 kV-NCP can be observed.
Moreover, even the relationship between the Q provision from PV and the induced Q
changes at 110 kV-NCP are greatly simplified, no significant control deviation is observed
in the times with enough DER Q provision potential. Hence, satisfactory control accuracy
can be achieved for the sunny day with low PV variability and low variability of the
Q exchange at the HV/MV grid interface. Furthermore, Figure 8 below also shows the
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resulting reactive energy exchange at 110 kV-NCP (in Mvarh). It can be seen that applying
the proposed control approach could achieve a significant saving potential regarding the
exchanged reactive energy in times with high PV feed-in. However, as for DER Q provision
capability, a relatively conservative assumption with a fixed minimum power factor of
0.95 is applied for the controlled PV units in MV grid Seebach (Figure 4). For this reason,
in times with only limited or no PV feed-in where the selected grid section (with a high
cabling degree) usually has very low loading of grid components and shows therefore an
overexcited Q exchange, limited Q saving potential is achieved. Nowadays, some PV units
can also provide reactive power-in times with no PV feed-in (STATCOM functionality).
With the additional STATCOM functionality for PV systems, a significant reduction of Q
exchange should also be possible in times of only limited or no PV feed-in.

In this section, a times series simulation is also performed with a 1-min control
interval for a cloudy summer day, which shows a highly-changing solar irradiation. In
comparison to the results for the sunny day, in a case with very intermittent PV generation,
the performance of the proposed Q management approach might be influenced to a certain
extent. Figure 9 illustrates the reactive power exchange (top) and the resultant reactive
energy exchange (bottom) at 110 kV-NCP during the investigated cloudy day.

Figure 9. Reactive power exchange at 110 kV-NCP (a) and the resulting reactive energy exchange (b)
for the investigated cloudy day (with 1 min control interval).

As can be seen, due to the very changeable solar irradiation and the induced changes
of PV generation, the MV grid also shows a very volatile Q exchange at 110 kV-NCP in
the reference scenario, especially in times with PV generation. For instance, during the
time between 9:00 and 17:00, about 0.7 Mvarh underexcited Q exchange and 5.8 Mvarh
overexcited Q exchange can be observed in the reference scenario (blue bars). With the
proposed Q management approach, the undesired Q exchange can be significantly reduced.
However, due to the very intermittent Q exchange at 110 kV-NCP and the limited DER Q
provision in times very low solar irradiation, a small control deviation can be observed,
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with about 0.6 Mvarh overexcited Q exchange remains to be compensated during the time
between 9:00 and 17:00. For the whole investigated cloudy summer day (0:00 to 24:00), a
total overexcited Q exchange of 38.6 Mvarh is identified. The Q management approach
enables a reduction of overexcited Q exchange with 8.7 Mvarh during the whole day, which
achieves a saving potential of about 22.5%. As mentioned before, a relatively conservative
assumption is applied in this study for the DER Q provision capability. In case a STATCOM
functionality is assumed for the controlled PV units, a higher Q saving potential can also
be achieved during the investigated cloudy summer day.

3.2.2. Case Study 2: Requested Reactive Power Provision at 110 kV-NCP

Nowadays, a controlled reactive power provision at the grid interface can be an
important ancillary service provided by a DSO to the upstream grid operator. It is therefore
assumed in case study 2 that the HV grid operator may request different Q setpoints at
110 kV-NCP. The Q exchange at 110 kV-NCP is hence controlled by applying the proposed
Q management concept to meet different requested Q setpoints. In this case study, the
following Q setpoints are considered and investigated during the sunny summer day:

• Qset = 0 (Minimization, case study 1);
• Qset = 1 Mvar (underexcited);
• Qset = −1 Mvar (overexcited);
• Qset = 2 Mvar (underexcited);
• Qset = −2 Mvar (overexcited);
• Qset = maximum (maximum underexcited Q provision at 110 kV-NCP);
• Qset = minimum (maximum overexcited Q provision at 110 kV-NCP).

Based on the developed simulation environment, several daily simulations are per-
formed for the sunny day with a 1-min control interval. As DER provision capability, the
Q(P) characteristic with a fixed minimum power factor of 0.95 (Figure 4) is also applied for
case study 2. Figure 10 gives then an overview of the controlled Q exchange at 110 kV-NCP,
with different requested Q setpoints from the HV grid operator. It can be seen in Figure 10
that in times with enough Q provision potential from controlled PV-units, the requested
Q setpoints can be fulfilled. However, with the assumed Q setpoint of −2 Mvar (overex-
cited), the requested Q exchange cannot always be fulfilled due to limited overexcited Q
provision from the DER and high local voltages at the PCC of the DER. By comparing the
maximum and minimum Q exchange at about 1:00 p.m., it can also be seen that in times
with very high PV feed-in, a relevant Q provision potential at 110 kV-NCP from −1.2 Mvar
(overexcited) to about 4 Mvar (underexcited) can be provided by the MV grid operator
using the proposed Q management concept.

Figure 10. Q exchanges at 110 kV-NCP for simulations with different Q setpoints.
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In addition, Figure 11 shows the distribution of voltages at the PCC of the DER
in boxplots for all investigated scenarios with different Q setpoints at 110 kV-NCP. It
can be seen that the voltages at the PCC of a controlled DER are mostly within a range
between 1.0 p.u. and 1.05 p.u. Even under both extreme conditions (maximum over- and
underexcited Q exchange at 110 kV-NCP), no critical voltage values at PCC are observed
according to the achieved results. The proposed Q management concept, as a combination
of central and local controls, hence could enable a relevant reactive power flexibility at
grid interface while ensuring to operate within a predefined voltage band by preventing
voltage problems due to undesired Q provision from DERs in the distribution system.

Figure 11. Distribution of voltages at PCCs of all controlled PV units with different requested Q
setpoints at 110 kV-NCP.

3.2.3. Case Study 3: Parallel Operation with Local Voltage Controls at LV Level

Different local voltage control strategies are requested by grid codes in Germany and
many other countries. Results of several previous studies [41–43] show that applying these
local voltage control strategies can efficiently support the local voltage limitation. However,
these local voltage control strategies may also significantly affect the reactive power flow
in the distribution grid as well as the Q exchange at the grid interface. For instance, in
a previous study [44], the influences of different local voltage control strategies on the
reactive power exchange at grid interfaces are investigated in detail. It can be seen that
a wide application of local voltage control approaches may lead to a significant increase
in the Q exchange at grid interfaces and hence may lead to increased Q compensation
demand in distribution grids.

An alternative solution, instead of installing additional compensation devices, would
be the application of the proposed Q management concept for compensating undesired re-
active power flows at 110 kV-NCP. In this case study, the parallel operation of the proposed
Q management approach and different local voltage control strategies are investigated
in detail. The investigation is carried out for the sunny day using the introduced multi-
voltage-level grid model. In this investigation, 25% of the PV units at the LV level (25%
considering the total installed PV capacity at the LV level) are randomly selected. As an
applied assumption, the selected LV PV units are controlled by different local voltage con-
trol strategies (Fixed cosϕ, cosϕ(P), and Q(V), Figure 12 and Table 2) while the introduced
Q control approach is implemented for large PV systems at the MV level. As the control
objective, the Q exchange at 110 kV-NCP should be fully compensated (minimization of
Q exchange).
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Figure 12. Different local voltage control strategies at LV levels.

Table 2. Parameter for the local control strategies at the LV level (only underexcited Q provision).

Control Parameter Value Description

Fixed cosϕ cosϕmin
0.95 Pn < 13.8 kVA
0.9 Pn ≥ 13.8 kVA

cosϕ(P) cosϕmin
0.95 Pn < 13.8 kVA
0.9 Pn ≥ 13.8 kVA

Q(V)

V1 1.05 p.u. Parameter for local Q(V)
controlV2 1.08 p.u.

Qmax
0.31 Pn Pn < 13.8 kVA
0.48 Pn Pn ≥ 13.8 kVA

To demonstrate the result, Figure 13 shows the influence of the proposed Q manage-
ment on the P and Q exchange at 110 kV-NCP for the investigated clear sky, sunny summer
day, considering different local voltage control strategies at the LV level. It can be seen
that the application of both local voltage controls (Fixed cosϕ and the cosϕ(P)) for the LV
PV systems may significantly increase the underexcited Q exchange at the 110 kV-NCP
(blue dots). In comparison, the local Q(V) control has only a small influence on it. By using
the proposed Q management at the MV level, both the underexcited and the overexcited
reactive power exchange at 110 kV-NCP can be significantly reduced in all four investigated
scenarios (red dots).

This effect is particularly obvious in both scenarios with no control and Q(V) for LV
PV units, in which a full compensation of the Q exchange at 110 kV-NCP can be observed
in times with high PV feed-in and reverse power flow power (−5 MW to −22 MW). In both
scenarios with Fixed cosϕ and cosϕ(P) at the LV level, a full Q compensation at 110 kV-NCP
cannot always be achieved due to the substantial impacts of both local voltage control
strategies at the LV level. Nevertheless, the proposed Q management concept enables
a significant Q saving potential at the grid interface. In general, no critical interactions
between the proposed Q management at the MV level and different local voltage control
approaches at the LV level are observed in case study 3.

3.3. Application of Proposed Concept in Other MV Grids

In this subsection, the feasibility of the proposed concept is further investigated and
tested by applying it in the selected MV grid Seebach and four other exemplary MV grids
of “Bayernwerk Netz GmbH”. In this investigation, the theoretical and technical reactive
power provision potential at 110 kV-NCP is determined, particularly for a single time
point with high DER generation (high Q provision capability from DER) and low load
consumption.
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Figure 13. Daily simulated P and Q exchange at 110 kV-NCP using the proposed Q management at
the MV level and different local voltage control strategies at the LV level.

3.3.1. Definition and Methodology

Theoretical potential: The theoretical Q provision potential is defined as the maximum
under- and overexcited Q exchange at 110 kV-NCP by merely setting the power factor of
all MV DERs in the selected MV grid to fixed values (e.g., 0.95 or 0.9). Grid constraints
such as local voltage limitations are not considered. Besides, only a standard transformer
control approach with a fixed voltage setpoint is considered during the determination of
theoretical potential.

Technical potential: The technical Q provision potential is defined as the maximum
under- and overexcited Q exchange at the 110 kV-NCP by using the proposed Q man-
agement approach for all MV DERs. Since the proposed concept limits the maximum Q
provision from DER according to the proposed Q(V) limitation characteristic (Figure 7a),
local voltage limitation at PCCs hence is considered as a boundary and is possibly sup-
ported. Additionally, the power-flow-dependent transformer control approach with an
active power-dependent voltage setpoint (V(P) characteristic) is also considered for ad-
justing the HV/MV transformer tap changer [40] (Figure 7b). The voltage level, therefore,
can be permanently positively influenced in terms of setting the voltage to desired levels.
In this subsection, both the standard transformer control with fixed a voltage setpoint
(1.02 p.u.) and the power-flow-dependent transformer control are applied while estimating
the technical Q provision potential.

The following scenarios in Table 3 are considered and investigated for the assess-
ment of theoretical and technical potential. First, the theoretical Q provision potential
is determined in Scenario 1 for all five selected MV grids by setting the power factor of
all MV DERs to 0.95 or 0.9. The technical Q provision potential using the proposed Q
management is then determined in Scenario 2. Two minimum cosϕ are considered for the
MV DERs (0.95 or 0.9). The standard transformer control is used in both Scenario 1 and
Scenario 2. Additionally, the power-flow-dependent transformer control is considered and
implemented in Scenario 3. The possible technical Q provision potential is then analyzed.
Table 4 gives an overview of detailed information about the selected five MV grids.
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Table 3. Overview of scenarios for the assessment of theoretical and technical potential.

Scenarios Transformer Control Regulation Minimum cosϕ

Scenario 1 Standard transformer control Fixed cosϕ 0.95/0.9
Scenario 2 Standard transformer control Q management 0.95/0.9

Scenario 3 PF-dependent transformer
control Q management 0.95/0.9

Table 4. Detailed information about the five selected example MV grids.

Grid Pn of all MV DER
in MW

Standard (SD)
Transformer Control

Power-Flow-Dependent (PF)
Transformer Control

Vset in p.u. V1
p.u.

P2
MW

V2
p.u.

P4
MW

Seebach 13.1

1.02

1.04 0 1.0 −20
MV grid 1 10.4 1.04 10 0.99 −20
MV grid 2 11.5 1.05 20 1.005 −20
MV grid 3 14.7 1.04 0 1.01 −12
MV grid 4 23.6 1.025 15 0.985 −15

3.3.2. Theoretical and Technical Potential

As for achieved results, Figure 14 illustrates the estimated theoretical potential (Sce-
nario 1) as well as the technical potential (Scenario 2 and 3) for the five investigated MV
grids. Both the theoretical and technical potentials are estimated for a case with high DER
generation and low load consumption. Firstly, the original reactive power exchange at
110 kV-NCP with the standard transformer control (original Q with SD transformer control)
is marked in Figure 14 by blue points, which is considered in this study as the reference
point. Secondly, the blue bars show the estimated theoretical Q provision potential in
Scenario 1, which is the maximum under- and overexcited Q exchange at 110 kV-NCP by
merely setting the power factor cosϕDER to fixed values (solid bar with cosϕDER = 0.95,
transparent bar with cosϕDER = 0.9). During the estimation of the theoretical potential,
grid constraints such as voltage limits at the MV level are not considered.

In comparison, the yellow bars show the estimated technical Q provision potential
at 110 kV-NCP by using the proposed Q management concept in scenario 2 (solid bar
with cosϕmin = 0.95, transparent bar with cosϕDER = 0.9). The comparison between
the theoretical and technical Q provision potential shows that applying the proposed Q
management enables a significant underexcited Q provision potential at 110 kV-NCP since
no difference is identified between Scenario 1 and 2 regarding the maximum underexcited Q
provision. However, it can also be seen that only relatively limited overexcited Q provision
potential is enabled in Scenario 2. The main reason for the limitation is the relatively high
local voltage at the PCC of the DER and the applied Q(V) limitation characteristic in the
local DER controller. To avoid voltage violation caused by undesired Q provision, only
limited overexcited Q provision of DER is allowed by the local controller, especially in the
case of high DER generation and high local voltages.

In addition, Figure 14 also shows the results of applying the Q management concept
together with the so-called power-flow-dependent transformer control (Scenario 3 in purple
bars). It can be seen that a significant expansion of the overexcited technical Q provision
potential can be achieved by using the power-flow-dependent transformer control instead
of the standard transformer control. The Q management approach and the power-flow-
dependent transformer control can be implemented independently and do not need to
be specially matched to one another. In Scenario 3, the application of the power-flow-
dependent transformer control improves the voltage level in the five examined MV grids
since the voltage level automatically adapts to the load and generation situation. Due
to its positive influence on the Q provision potential and its simple implementation, the
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power-flow-dependent transformer control is an ideal complement to the proposed Q
management approach.

Figure 14. Theoretical (blue) and technical potential with standard transformer control (yellow)
as well as with power-flow-dependent transformer control (purple) for five different MV grids of
Bayernwerk Netz GmbH (in the case of high DER generation and low load consumption).

4. Discussion

To evaluate the feasibility of the proposed Q management concept, the concept is
applied in this study for a real MV grid in the south of Germany and is investigated com-
prehensively in a simulation environment. As case studies for investigations, 15 large PV
units at the MV level in the selected case study area are centrally controlled by the proposed
concept to meet different reactive power setpoints at the grid interface (110 kV-NCP). As
results, applying the developed Q management concept enables the DSO to control the
Q exchange at the grid interface. In a case with enough reactive power provision poten-
tial from the controlled DER, the requested Q setpoints at 110 kV-NCP can be fulfilled
with minimal control deviation. In comparison, in the case of a cloudy day (worst-case)
with very changeable PV generation, the achieved technical Q saving potential might be
influenced to a certain extent. However, it should be mentioned that in this study, only
PV units are considered as controllable DERs. Meanwhile, a relatively conservative Q(P)
provision capability based on a fixed power factor (cosϕ = 0.95) is assumed for the DERs.
For these reasons, the Q provision potential from DERs depends strongly on the solar
irradiation. According to current German grid codes, all types of DERs connected to the
German distribution system should have the capability to provide controllable Q at their
feed-in times. The Q provision capability from DERs and the induced Q provision potential
at grid interface, therefore, can be significantly improved by applying the proposed Q
management concept for a large number of DERs in different types (such as PV units, wind
parks, and biogas plants) and with a more extensive Q(P) operational area assumed for
these DERs (e.g., with STATCOM functionality).

Additionally, the parallel operation of the proposed Q management concept at the
MV level and different local voltage control strategies at the LV level (Fixed cosϕ, cosϕ(P),
and Q(V) control) are also investigated in this study. It can be observed from the achieved
results that both applied local voltage controls, Fixed cosϕ and cosϕ(P), lead to a significant
increase of underexcited Q exchange at the grid interface. Applying the proposed Q
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management concept for Q compensation could significantly reduce both the under- and
overexcited Q exchange at the grid interface. No critical interactions are observed during
the parallel operation of the proposed Q management and local Q controls. In addition,
the proposed concept is investigated by applying it in four other MV grids. The results
confirm that in times with high DER feed-in, the proposed concept could enable a relevant
Q provision potential at the grid interface, especially in combination with the so-called
power-flow-dependent transformer control. It combines state-of-the-art concepts within
current grid codes, integrates well with the grid planning process, and proves to be a
feasible and robust concept for grid operation. The proposed Q management, therefore,
can be widely applied to other MV grids.

In addition to the simulation presented in the works at hand, the Q management
concept is also investigated in a laboratory environment in [45] to ensure reliable and
stable control behavior. Hence, its usability is tested and evaluated under more realistic
conditions before implementation in the field. The feasibility of the proposed concept is
investigated by performing so-called real-time Controller-in-the-Loop (CIL) simulations
in a laboratory environment. As a result, the proposed Q management concept shows a
reliable control behavior during the CIL simulations with adequate accuracy. As a next
step, the proposed Q management concept could be applied in a real medium voltage grid
to perform real field tests in order to gather further operational experience.

Considering its potential for future applications, the proposed Q management concept
can also be further adjusted and developed to solve different reactive power issues. It
integrates well with current grid planning concepts and can be enhanced or combined with
more complex analysis or multi-factor optimization (e.g., the control and planning approach
of M. Haslbeck in [46]), if needed. For instance, based on the forecast of DER generation,
the proposed concept can be used to predict the reactive power provision flexibility at the
grid interface. Generally, it can serve as enabling technology to use enhanced methods
in system operation for small DSOs without introducing the need of complex and costly
ICT infrastructures and allows for handling a large number of decentralized Q flexibilities,
especially in MV und LV grids.

5. Conclusions

This study introduces an application-oriented reactive power management concept.
The proposed concept is applied for a real MV grid in south of Germany and is investigated
comprehensively in simulation environment with different case studies. The achieved
results show that the proposed concept is feasible, which allows the DSO to control the Q
exchange and enable a relevant Q provision flexibility at their grid interfaces to the higher
voltage level without causing undesired local voltage problems in their own grids. It
should be highlighted that by applying the proposed application-oriented Q management
concept, only the Q exchange at the grid interface is required as online measurement for
DMS as additional measuring points in the distribution system are not necessary. The
proposed concept, therefore, can be relatively easily integrated into existing grid operations
without requiring complex and expensive ICT-infrastructure. The following key benefits
of the proposed concept, therefore, enable a simple and wide application of the proposed
application-oriented Q management concept in the real distribution system:

• Enables controlled reactive power exchanges at grid interfaces;
• Uses the Q provision potential from existing DERs;
• Compatible with the currently widely-applied local Q(V) voltage control;
• Supports local voltage limitations;
• Requires only limited online information from grids;
• Potential of a wide application in the distribution system;
• Simple but highly robust and effective implementation;
• Integrates well with grid operation and planning processes for reactive power man-

agement.
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The proposed concept, therefore, is especially suitable for DSOs who operate small
distribution systems without a smart control system, state estimation, and network mon-
itoring systems (e.g., in MV and LV grids), and also for DSOs with a large number of
DERs to shorten time for implementation and lower complexity. With the megatrend of
digitalization at the distribution level, the proposed concept could hence serve as an ideal
bridging solution for DSOs who have no detailed overview of their own system until full
insight and controllability is realized in their networks in the future. Even for distribution
grids with a detailed grid monitoring system and advanced reactive power optimization,
the proposed concept can be still operated as the underlying robust basic control solution.
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